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MUTUAL CARE AGREEMENT 

 

(SAMPLE TEMPLATE) 
 

By Dr. Jaiya John 
 

*This mutual  care agreement  sample was developed via ongoing  sessions with a California  county agency’s 
child welfare leadership and staff throughout 2015. For further details on developing an MCA, please see the 
book Your Caring Heart: Renewal for Helping Professionals and Systems, by Jaiya John. 

 
 
 

his  Mutual  Care  Agreement  (MCA)  is  a  cooperative,  evolving  document  produced  by  supervisors  and 
program  managers  in  collaboration  with  our  staff.  It  is  intended  to  articulate  a  code  and  culture  for 

relationships  between  all  employees  regardless  of  position.  This  agreement  is  to  be  amended  freely  and 
indefinitely over time as necessary. 
 
This MCA asserts  that each employee  is  responsible  for  relating  to his or her  coworkers  in a manner  that  is 
mutually nurturing, honoring, and supportive, regardless of level of authority. 
 
Further, this MCA recognizes that employees should see themselves as the most effective, reliable, practical 
tool  for  creating  and  maintaining  a  trauma‐informed  workplace.  A  trauma‐informed  organization  can  be 
recognized by the following TRAITS:  
 

 Awareness of and sensitivity to the nature of trauma in families, staff, and leadership 
 Awareness of the role of mutual care in moderating and mediating the effects of trauma 
 Effectively prevents trauma from escalating to counterproductive levels in all sectors 
 A capacity to proactively address the effects of trauma in families, staff, and leadership 
 A workforce that feels safe and encouraged to contribute their unique gifts and skills to the work 
 A workforce that feels empowered, validated, and supported 
 A strong culture of relationship investment and development 
 An internalized habit of compassionate response to trauma, stress, and crisis 
 A strong value of wellness and self-care 

 
 

USE 
 
This MCA is to be utilized in support of the following processes: 
 

 Creation of a culture of mutual care 
 New staff orientation 
 Teambuilding 
 Wellness and Self-Care 
 Maintenance of a culture of mutual care 
 Ongoing professional development for staff and leadership 

T 
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OBJECTIVES 
 
The MCA seeks to achieve the following: 
 

 Empowering staff and leadership in their respective roles 
 Improving the partnership between staff and leadership 
 Creating a healthier work environment 
 Increasing sensitivity to families and each other 
 Minimizing the effects of stress and trauma 
 Maximizing “tribal” strengths, bonds, and wellness 
 Increasing the collective sense of trust and safety 

 
 

VALUES 
 

 Transparency from all levels 
 Every person is important. The person is more important than the process 
 Celebrate successes and celebrate one another 
 Teamwork – relationship, feel supported, that you can go to others and ask for help 
 Acknowledging each other (i.e. Good Morning!) 
 Appreciation (Thank you!) 
 Check-in with others as we transition from work to home, and vice versa 
 Welcome new staff into the cultural process 
 Self-care – role model for others 
 Collective improvement 
 Safe place for sharing. Non punitive space 
 Being open minded, creates safe space 
 In-person/face-to-face interaction as much as possible 
 Peer-to-peer recognition in unit meetings/PM meetings 
 Being supportive of one another – regardless of position (support can mean different things to 

different people) 
 Listening without judgment 
 Investigate instead of interrogate 
 Examine the words we use and be sensitive to them 
 We are ALWAYS doing “Social Work” no matter the circumstance 
 Parallel process/modeling 
 Role model care for one another 
 Appreciative inquiry at all levels 
 Shared accountability 
 Transparency 
 Humor 
 Sharing positive stories (ie. In the PS newsletter) 
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SKILLS AND SCENARIOS TO PRACTICE (person, team, tribe) 
 
The  MCA  challenges  each  employee  to  commit  to  daily  practice  in  developing  the  following  skills  and 
approaches necessary for an environment of mutual care: 
 

 Setting expectations that are mutually agreed upon  
 Communication Balanced Consistent  
 Transparency/honesty  
 Humility  
 Create an environment to have difficulty conversations 
 Be present 
 Humor 
 Ability to disagree 
 Ability to see a different perspective 
 Address the root: get down to the why 
 Listen to Hear (compassionate listening) 

o Not just sitting quietly to listen but being able to hear the feeling and intent behind the words. 
 Cooperative Problem Solving 

o Going beyond being collaborative, where there still might be silos of activity and responsibility, 
but full engagement and buy in where everyone values and is invested in the contribution of and 
benefit to others. 

 Seeing Through the Lens of Grace 
o More than “giving grace,” which presumes a level of superiority, but in humbleness to consider 

that there is always more to what is going on in someone’s life than what appears on the 
surface, especially when things on the surface are rough.  

 Live Life Collectively 
o Rejoice with those who rejoice and weep with those who weep. Moving from living as “I” to living 

as “we.” Your challenges are my/our challenges, your failing is my/our failing, and your success 
is my/our success. 

 Spontaneity in Time Management 
o Time management can become a rigid survival tool in a world of demands that leaves us 

unavailable for needs of those that come spontaneously. It is the skill of an agency and the 
individuals when it can open up time at a moment’s notice because others fill behind the 
previously scheduled task or its non-performance is forgiven. 

 Appreciative Inquiry 
o The questions asked, the framing of the problem, and how to solve it are considered in light of 

what is working well now and what has worked well in the past. Building on collective and 
individual strengths rather than focusing on deficits not only increases success but supports 
positive morale. 

 Reflective, Active Listening 
o The listener, using their own words, summarizes what the other person has said to provide an 

opportunity to confirm that the person has been heard correctly or to solicit clarification for gaps 
or errors in understanding. Resist the urge to judge (compassionate listening). 

 Partnership between staff and leadership 
 Employee Accountability 
 Use PPGs in conference sheets/evals 
 Coach workers on engagement. Build a relationship by going out in the field with them 
 Ask Staff: “How do you want to celebrate?” 
 Check in at unit meetings to see how everyone is doing 
 Do a mapping with peers to help with your staff (ex: with very opinionated staff who is “anti” establishment) 
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 Supervisors agreed to discuss Social Work Supervisor Support Group. Plan is to have a combined 
supervisors meeting to bring Staff together 

 Self care – Role model for others 
 Unit Expectations / Expectations set during supervisors absence which creates confidence in line level staff 
 Shared responsibility “ Don’t pass the buck” regarding work load 
 Examine what supervisors/staff say about employees. Professional conduct 
 Be considerate and respectful of employees and co workers 
 “Do not assume” in regard to lack of understanding  
 Parallel process 
 Be honest about your (stress) situation. Don’t project and put out false statements about employees 
 Check in with staff in regard to transition from work to home and vice versa 
 Management and DSS should discuss world affairs as an ice breaker for trauma informed practice 

regarding clients. (SWS want to connect to the human spirit.  Example from Jaiya (Tribal check-in) 
Getting unstuck from second hand trauma in terms of every day work) 

 We are all social workers regardless of title.  We are always doing social work   
 All agreed Administration should promote writing a newsletter that captures successful stories  
 Strong, consistent support of Supervisors  
 Continuous assessment of Fairness and Equity in the workplace 
 Value the person with whom one works  
 Trust (Need more transparency between SWS/PM Relationship ( Keep it real)) 
 Addressing a worker feeling not heard: SWS looking at the positive attributes of a worker and 

outlining the strengths of that individual and uplifting them as a way of starting the conversation 
productively. A supervisor needs to listen and understand even when it could be a difficult situation. 
You lend an ear to the worker on their needs and come to an agreement in identifying needs, and 
what you as a supervisor see as the skills that are needed, but you start with empowering and 
encouraging the worker. 

 Honor each individual learning style; people learn differently 
 Honor each individual’s use of technology; i.e. cell phones, tablets, and other devices to take notes 

during discussions and meetings 
 Increase partnership between staff and  leadership communication; “Checking In” 
 Respect each individual’s communication style 
 Self Sufficiency; help staff to be independent, to think for and lead themselves 
 Leadership skills; positive role models 
 Accountability; challenge staff to not be afraid of work outcomes when negative 
 Leader-to-Peer humor and vice versa; not take everything so seriously 
 Create open-minded, safe settings for staff to work and communicate 
 Cooperative problem solving; equal investment 
 Live life collectively; “WE” not “ME” 
 Critical thinking 
 Initiative; self-training 
 Reflective leadership 
 Spontaneous Time Management 
 Help staff to be communal; engage and help them understand how the work benefits them 
 Help to challenge each other with the daily practices of the program 
 Work together to create a positive environment 
 Integrate; shared learning 
 Connect outside of assigned programs 


